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The effect of ambient environment on the fatigue behavior of two Zr-Ti-CuNi-Be bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) is examined in the present study. The first
metallic glass, Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25, was tested to establish the presence of an
environmental effect in the fatigue growth curve measured in ambient air. Fatigue
growth curves produced from Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 in ambient environment were
shown to exhibit a plateau where the fatigue growth rate was independent of stress
intensity range near 10-9 m/cycle, which are typically characteristic of aggressive
environment, affecting crack growth. Experiments performed in inert atmosphere (dry
N2) demonstrated a higher threshold stress intensity (ΔKTH), near-threshold crack
growth rates decreased significantly, and no stress intensity independent plateau was
measured. It was therefore confirmed that the fatigue behavior of Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25
is significantly affected by aggressive ambient air environment. Both oxidation and
hydrogen embrittlement processes are discussed as possible causes for the observed
environmental effect. An initial study of the fatigue properties of the second metallic
glass, Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8, was performed. A fatigue growth curve was

produced in ambient atmosphere and a plateau in the fatigue growth curve near 2.5 ×
10-8 m/cycle was measured. In the plateau produced by Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 the
growth rate was independent of stress intensity, like in the fatigue curve measured
from Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 under similar conditions. It is speculated that
Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 is susceptible to an environmental species more diffusive
in Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 than that found to affect Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25, because
the characteristic plateau occurs at a higher growth rate. The plane strain fracture
toughness (KC) was also measured for Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 and found to equal
~26 MPa√m. However, crack branching was discovered to have occurred during each
KC measurement, making the accuracy of the measurements difficult to ascertain.
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I.

Introduction
Metallic glasses, glassy metals, or amorphous metals are solids formed by

rapidly quenching molten metals or metal alloys. An almost instant quenching process,
usually on the order of hundreds of degrees Kelvin per second or more, inhibits the
large scale atomic organization that allows crystal formation in traditional metals.
The first metallic glass was discovered in 1960 by the immediate quenching of
a molten alloy comprised of gold and tin [1]. Due to the high rate of cooling necessary
to prevent formation of crystal structures, technologies evolved to mass produce thin
metallic glass ribbons and sheets, but it was not until 1988 that metallic glasses could
be formed in bulk [2]. Bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) are alloys that are generally
found to crystallize approximately ten or more times slower than their thinner metallic
glass counterparts, enabling them to be cast into larger forms (thickness >1mm) while
maintaining an amorphous structure [3]. While metallic glasses have been studied for
nearly fifty years, new bulk metallic glass forming alloys are still being discovered.
Metallic glasses provide several mechanical advantages over crystalline
metals; they achieve near-ideal strength in both tension and compression, can be
precisely cast or otherwise formed, and demonstrate high elastic strain and low
damping [4]. There are also disadvantages; the most prominent drawback is that
metallic glasses typically fail catastrophically due to the combination of strain
softening behavior and unstable shear band formation. Each alloy has a distinct set of
material properties, and it is necessary to determine the characteristics of alloys before
they are considered for specific mechanical applications.
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The fatigue behavior of two metallic glasses is considered;
Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25, known as Vitreloy 1b or Vit 1b, and Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8,
commonly referred to as Vitreloy 106a or Vit 106a. The Vitreloy family of BMGs
contains some of the best glass forming alloys, such as Zr41.25Ti13.75Ni10Cu12.5Be22.5, or
Vitreloy 1™, patented by Liquidmetal© Technologies and used in several commercial
applications [5]. Vit 1b and Vit 106a have both demonstrated excellent glass forming
ability, and Vit 106a is touted as one of the best known beryllium-free metallic glass
forming alloys, with a critical cooling rate as low as 1.75 K/s [6, 7].
This document contains two manuscripts that are to be submitted for
publication in scientific journals. Both documents analyze the fatigue properties of
metallic glasses, and assess the effects of aggressive environment on fatigue behavior.
The first manuscript, ―Fatigue crack growth behavior of a Zr-Ti-Cu-Ni-Be bulk
metallic glass: Role of ambient air environment,‖ verifies the effect of aggressive
environment on the fatigue properties of Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 measured in ambient
air, and examines the susceptibility of zirconium-based metallic glasses to oxide and
hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms. The second manuscript, ―Fracture and fatigue
behavior of a Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 bulk metallic glass forming alloy,‖ is an
initial analysis of the fracture and fatigue behavior of Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8.
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II.

Bulk Metallic Glasses

2.1 Relevant Properties
Unlike crystalline metals, metallic glasses have no highly-structured, evenly
spaced lattice with specific and periodic atomic arrangement. Instead, amorphous
metals maintain an atomic arrangement similar to that found in its liquid state, with
atoms densely packed together without specific placement or spacing. The high level
of organization detailed for crystalline metals is referred to as long-range order (LRO),
and describes a predictable configuration of atoms throughout the material. Metallic
glasses demonstrate no long-range order; however, arbitrary portions of a given
volume of material often exhibit some repeated atomic arrangement, termed short- or
medium-range order, depending on the relative size of the volume of ordered atoms.
A given volume demonstrating short range order (SRO) is typically less than 0.5 nm in
radius, and medium range order (MRO) can be found up to a radius of about 1 nm [4].
SRO and MRO are important because they enable the material to achieve near-ideal
atomic spacing [4].
When an amorphous material is dense-packed, atoms in the material are
arranged such that any given atom is as close to the atoms surrounding it as is
physically possible. Any structural deviation from dense-packing will result in the
creation of free space in the material, called free volume. Therefore, a material with no
free volume (vf) is dense-packed. The solidification and deformation of BMGs will
create free volume, and annealing will reduce vf. The presence of free volume allows
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for atomic diffusion within the material, and increasing free volume eases plastic
deformation, increases fracture toughness (KC), and decreases fatigue life [5].
Because BMGs are amorphous, deformation cannot occur as the motion of
defects through the material, as it does in crystalline metals. Instead, BMGs generally
demonstrate large scale deformation behavior characterized by the creation of shear
bands and subsequent motion along shear banded planes. Shear band propagation is
the primary mode of fracture in both tension and compression for metallic glasses, and
often causes catastrophic failure in amorphous metals. Shear bands are thin (~10 nm
initially) layers of material that flow under high stresses, and form at stress
concentrations found in regions with increased amounts of free volume [8, 9]. In
compression, elastic recovery often leads to the termination of one or several shear
bands; multiple shear bands can form and terminate before one propagates through the
whole of the material. In tension, typically only one shear band will expand to failure.
Shear band formation and expansion is an almost-instantaneous process, causing
BMGs to fail in tension without any apparent prior deformation. The process is so
rapid because metallic glasses shear soften—that is, their viscosity decreases
dramatically when plastically deformed [9].
2.2 Fracture and Fatigue of Metallic Glasses
Fracture in metallic glasses, as previously described, occurs by the formation
and propagation of shear bands through the material. Critical stress intensity, or
fracture toughness (KC), is a measurement of a material’s resistance to fracture. It is a
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function of the length of the crack in the material (a) and the applied stress at fracture
of the material (σy), and can be modeled as follows:
(1)

where Y is a unitless function dependent on sample geometry. Fracture occurs when
the stress intensity is greater than or equal to the critical stress intensity. Table 1 lists
typical KC values for the BMG alloys discussed in this study.
Table 1: Reported fracture toughness (KC) values for relevant bulk metallic
glasses.
Composition
Alloy Name KC Value (MPa√m)
Zr41.25Ti13.75Ni10Cu12.5Be22.5 Vitreloy 1™
44 ± 24 [5, 10, 11]
Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25
Vitreloy 1b
34 [12]
Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 Vitreloy 106 a
~26

While the properties of BMG deformation can be observed on a large scale, the
exact mechanism behind deformation on an atomic scale, like that created by cyclic
loading, or fatigue testing, is still largely undetermined. The general mechanism of
deformation in metallic glasses that can be found in the literature is based on theories
of atomic movement. Atomic rearrangement in the form of the motion of atomic
clusters likely causes both internal stresses and an increase in free volume thereby
allowing for further motion of other atomic clusters and therefore permanent
deformation of the material (See Figure 1) [13-16].
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Figure 1: Motion of atomic clusters in an amorphous material: an atomic
rotation of the darker top cluster of atoms relative to the lighter cluster at the
bottom.
The specific mechanism of atomic-scale plastic deformation; whether the
concentration of internal stress or the increase in free volume induced by the motion of
atomic clusters causes (or further creates) increased internal stress concentrations and
free volume formation, is more highly debated. Both theories are equally viable: it
makes sense that free volume creation will cause stress concentrations around the
newly formed volume of empty space, and that unevenly distributed stress
concentrations would cause atomic volumes in higher stress areas to move into areas
of lower stress, thereby creating free volume. Therefore, the creation and propagation
of free volume due to the existence of stress concentrations and/or pre-existing free
volume is a probable phenomenon, as is the creation and propagation of stress
concentrations due to the existence of free volume and/or pre-existing stress
concentrations, and both likely occur in some form.
On a larger scale, fatigue growth curves of BMGs look much like those of
crystalline metals, shown in Figure 2, where da/dN is the change in crack length per
loading cycle, or crack growth rate, and ΔK is the stress intensity range. ΔK is equal to
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the difference between the maximum and minimum stress intensities sustained during
the loading cycle (ΔK= Kmax - Kmin). They typically display a three-region curve:

Figure 2: Characteristic fatigue growth curve for metals.
Region I contains ΔKTH, the threshold stress intensity. Below this value for
ΔK, cracks should not grow, and da/dN approaches zero. In Region I
the crack growth rate (da/dN) is very sensitive to changes in stress
intensity [17].
Region II is called the Paris or Mid-Growth-Rate region. Region II can be
modeled by the Paris equation [18]:
(2)

where c and m are material constants. Typical values for m lie between
2 and 4 for most metals, including metallic glasses.
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Region III contains KC, where final fracture occurs. In Region III, the crack
rapidly accelerates as Kmax approaches KC. It is here that larger-scale
failure mechanisms begin; microvoid coalescence in crystalline metals,
or shear band formation in BMGs.
2.3 Environment-Sensitive Fatigue Curves
Environmental corrosion can affect fatigue growth curves in three ways, shown
in Figure 3, where da/dN is the crack growth rate, and ΔK is the stress intensity range:

Figure 3: Types of environmental effect on the fatigue curve of metals.
Type A demonstrates crack growth that is cycle dependent and time
independent [19], and can be mathematically modeled by multiplying
the inert fatigue growth rate by an acceleration factor:

(3)

where the increase in crack growth rate (Φ) may be constant, or it may
change with ΔK [17]. ΔKTH is sensitive to aggressive environment,
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fatigue crack acceleration is independent of loading frequency, and a
synergistic relationship exists between plastic deformation in the
material and the environment [19].
Type B is time dependent and cycle independent [19], and can be modeled by
superimposing the environmental crack growth rate over the inert crack
growth rate:

(4)

where f is the loading frequency, and (dā/dt)EAC is the average
environmental crack growth rate per loading cycle[17]. This type of
fatigue curve is often produced in high strength metals [19]. KTH is not
usually sensitive to this type of environmental effect [19].
Type C occurs when a material exhibits both cycle and time dependence [19],
and can be modeled as the superposition of type A and B fatigue
curves:

(5)

where Φ is the increase in crack growth rate, f is the loading frequency,
and (dā/dt)EAC is the average environmental crack growth rate per
loading cycle [17]. KTH is may or may not be environment sensitive
[19].
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2.4 Environment and the Fatigue Behavior of Metallic Glasses
Oxidation and hydrogen embrittlement are two prominent environmentally
assisted cracking (EAC) mechanisms found to affect metals, and zirconium-based
BMGs are particularly susceptible to both processes. During cyclic fatigue of metallic
glasses, high stress concentrations are induced at the crack tip, causing plastic
deformation and increasing the free volume in the plastic zone surrounding the crack
tip [12, 20]. Increases in free volume have been shown to decrease corrosion current
density and corrosion resistance [21].
During oxidation, an oxide film typically forms along the walls of the crack,
allowing environment to access the fresh material at the crack tip exclusively [17].
High stresses at the crack tip rupture the oxide layer, subjecting the surface to further
corrosion. The primary oxidation mechanism known to affect fatigue behavior is crack
wedging. Crack wedging occurs when a thick layer of oxide forms along the crack
walls. The oxide layer wedges the crack tip open during the relaxation phase of the
fatigue cycle, causing compression in the material [17]. Most metallic glasses typically
form thin, passive amorphous oxide layers with low ionic and electrical conductivity
[22]. Zr-based BMGs are potentially vulnerable to crack wedging because exposure to
ambient air at room temperature causes rapid preferential oxidation of Zr over other
elements, forming a layer of ZrO2 in nanoseconds [23, 24]. Crack wedging
diminishes ΔKapparent at stress intensities near ΔKTH, and is very sensitive to the ratio of
Kmin/ Kmax, known as the R ratio, being more pronounced at lower R ratios [17, 19]. It
is postulated by King, et. al. that oxide wedging has no effect after the threshold
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regime (Region I in Figure 2), and that in the Paris Regime (Region II in Figure 2) an
adherent thin oxide layer with low coefficient of diffusion and high fracture strain
should help minimize oxygen assisted crack growth [24].
Hydrogen embrittlement of metals may occur in two ways: bond-decohesion,
and hydride formation. Bond-decohesion is the most prominent hydrogen
embrittlement mechanism; hydrogen absorbs into the material in the plastic zone
adjacent to and ahead of the crack tip, weakening the inter-atomic bonds between by
lengthening the average distance between bonded atoms [17, 19]. Hydrogen can also
form brittle hydrides within the bulk of the material [22]. Metallic glasses that contain
any amount of free volume are susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement. Because H
atoms are so small, they can freely adsorb into the free volume of metallic glasses [22,
25, 26]. Zr-based alloys have an increased tendency toward H absorption near Zr
atoms, and are particularly vulnerable to brittle hydride formation [22, 27]. However,
hydride formation has not yet been documented in the fatigue of Zr-Ti-Ni-Cu-Be
BMGs [28, 29]. In the case of BMGs specifically, it is also theorized that plastic
deformation at the crack tip is impeded by H atoms occupying much of the once
available free volume, inducing a loss of plasticity [25, 29]. The specific mechanism
for plasticity loss due to free volume saturation is thought to occur by impeding the
redistribution of stresses on an atomic level near the crack tip, curbing stress relief
[29]. Suh, et. al. claim that the effect of hydrogen occupation of free volume is strong
enough to negate any plasticity gained from free volume expansion at the crack tip
[29].
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III.

Manuscript I
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Abstract
The fatigue crack growth behavior of a Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 bulk metallic
glass (BMG) was measured in an inert dry N2 environment. When compared to results
measured in ambient air, the present results showed a higher fatigue threshold and
lower crack growth rates in the near threshold region. Such results reveal that there is
a significant corrosion fatigue effect in ambient air for this BMG.
1. Introduction
Bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) are a relatively new class of engineering
materials with unique and unusual properties that make them potential candidates for
many structural applications.[30] Favorable properties include near theoretical
strengths combined with reasonable fracture toughness, low damping, large elastic
strain limits, and the ability to be thermoplastically formed into precision shaped parts
with complex geometries [31, 32], all of which are generally distinct from, or superior
to, corresponding crystalline metals and alloys. One property which has been
perceived as a limitation for BMGs has been low fatigue resistance relative to
crystalline metallic materials [33]; however, not all studies to date have been in
agreement on this point. For the most studied BMG, Zr41.25Ti13.75Ni10Cu12.5Be22.5,2 the
reported 107 cycle fatigue strengths vary by a factor of seven [34, 35], and fatigue
thresholds vary by a factor of three[34]. While some of the reported scatter may be
explained by different testing configurations [36], this does not account for all the
observed variations, for example, those within single studies [5, 34]. Clearly there is a
2

All compositions are given in terms of atomic percent.
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need for more fundamental understanding of fatigue mechanisms and the factors that
govern fatigue behavior.
The effect of aggressive environments on the fatigue properties of crystalline
metals is a relatively well studied phenomenon; however, there is a dearth of
information with regard to environmental effects on amorphous metals. It is
interesting to note that many of the features of crystalline metals that may promote
interactions with the environment, such as grain boundaries or dislocations, simply do
not exist in metallic glasses. Nonetheless, both hydrogen embrittlement and surface
oxidation have been reported for various amorphous metals [22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 3743], either of which could affect fatigue crack growth via traditional crack tip
embrittlement, film rupture, or oxide induced closure mechanisms.
Fatigue crack growth data collected in ambient room air for Zr41.2Ti13.8
Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5 and Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) found in the
literature generally display a plateau in the crack growth curve at around 10-9 m/cycle
where the growth rate is relatively insensitive to the applied stress intensity range [11,
12]. In the fatigue of materials, such behavior generally indicates something other
than mechanical loading acts as the rate limiting step in the crack growth process, and
that commonly is an interaction with the environment [44, 45]. Accordingly, the
purpose of this paper is to determine if corrosion fatigue indeed occurs in Zr-Ti-CuNi-Be BMGs in ambient air by measuring the fatigue crack growth rates of
Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 in dry high purity nitrogen and comparing them to previously
reported fatigue crack growth data for testing conducted in room air.
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2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Materials
Fully amorphous Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 plates, cast and provided by
Liquidmetal© Technologies (Lake Forest, CA), were machined into compact tension
C(T) samples (width, W = 20 mm, thickness, B = 3 mm) compliant with the ASTM
E647 standard [46]. The surfaces of each sample were then polished to a 0.05μm
finish to allow accurate crack length measurements.
The samples were annealed at 573K for 2 minutes in argon. This anneal was
performed to relieve surface thermal tempering stresses incurred when the plate was
cast, which are known to affect the fatigue behavior of the material [12]. The duration
of the anneal was sufficiently small relative to the relaxation time at that temperature
(~20 hours at 573K) so the material did not have time to structurally relax during the
anneal, as was confirmed previously by Launey et al. [12].
2.2. Test Environment
Cyclic fatigue crack growth rate measurements were performed on two stressrelieved C(T) samples in a flowing dry nitrogen atmosphere at roughly 25°C. N2 gas
was flowed through a purifier (Gatekeeper, Aeronex, San Diego, CA) rated to achieve
sub parts per billion (ppb) levels of oxygen and moisture and into the aluminum and
stainless steel test chamber. Before testing, a bake-out procedure was performed to
remove contaminants from the test chamber. The tubing and chamber were heated to
approximately 140°C while purified N2 flowed through the test setup. After the
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chamber reached temperature, it was evacuated to about ~1 Pa using a roughing pump,
then backfilled with purified N2 three times to rinse the chamber. After the third rinse,
the chamber was left to cool to room temperature for approximately 10 hours while
purified N2 continued to circulate through the test setup, after which fatigue testing
was conducted. Based on previous investigations [47], it was estimated that the gas
entering the chamber contained < 50 ppb of moisture.
2.3. Fatigue Crack Growth Measurements
Fatigue testing was performed on a computer controlled servo-hydraulic
mechanical testing machine with constant frequency (ν = 25 Hz) sine wave loading
and a constant ratio of minimum to maximum load (R = Pmin/Pmax = 0.1). As specified
in ASTM E647 [46], the fatigue crack growth rates (da/dN) were recorded as a
function of applied stress intensity range (ΔK=Kmax - Kmin), where Kmin and Kmax are
the minimum and maximum stress intensity applied to the sample during the loading
cycle.
One sample was fatigue cracked with a decreasing stress intensity range using
a constant K gradient ((dΔK/da) ΔK-1 = -0.08 mm-1) until the growth rate
approached ~10-10 m/cycle in order to measure the slower growth rates and the fatigue
threshold, ΔKTH. The other sample was fatigue cracked with a constant load range (ΔP
= 304N) to determine faster fatigue crack growth rates. A strain gage was affixed to
the back surface of each sample, and used to monitor crack length progression in the
specimen using calibrations for the C(T) geometry [48]. After the crack growth
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measurements were performed, the fracture surfaces were analyzed in a scanning
electron microscope (SEM).
3. Results
A comparison of the fatigue crack growth rates (da/dN), plotted as a function
of applied stress intensity range (ΔK), for samples tested in ambient laboratory air and
purified dry N2 is shown in Figure 4. Ambient laboratory air data were taken from
Ref. [12]. The fatigue crack growth curve obtained in air showed four defined growth
rate regimes, detailed in Figure 5a, while the growth curve obtained in purified dry N2
demonstrated only three distinct regimes, shown in Figure 5b.

Figure 4: Fatigue crack growth rates (da/dN) plotted as a function of
applied stress intensity range (ΔK), for a Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 BMG tested in
ambient laboratory air and purified dry N2. Air data were taken from Ref. [12].
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Figure 5: Fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN) plotted as a function of applied
stress intensity range (ΔK), for Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25. In (a), four discernible
growth rate regions are seen for the laboratory air data from Ref. [12], while in
(b) three distinguishable growth rate regions are indicated for the purified dry N2
experiments.
Region I in both cases is a discernable low-growth-rate threshold regime where
growth rate is highly sensitive to changes in K. Region II is, in each fatigue curve, a
distinct intermediate-growth-rate regime in which crack growth rates increase with
increasing K according to the Paris law. Region III is a high-growth-rate region
where Kmax approaches the fracture toughness of the material and final fracture occurs.
Region IV is observed only in the fatigue growth curve obtained in air. It is a regime
in which crack growth rate is relatively constant at ~10-9 m/cycle and insensitive to
changes in K.
The medium-growth rates for each fatigue curve (Region II) were analyzed
according to the Paris Law using units of m/cycle for da/dN and MPa m for ΔK [18]:

da
C Km
dN

(2)
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For the data obtained in laboratory air, C was found to equal 1.8

10-10 MPa-2 cycle-1

and m was found to be 2.0; ΔKTH was reported to be <1.5 MPa√m [12]. In the present
study, C and m were found to be 8.5

10-11 MPa-2.3 m-0.15 cycle-1 and ~2.3 respectively

for the data obtained in dry N2, and ΔKTH is ~2.1 MPa√m.
Finally, the fracture surfaces of both samples tested in dry N2 were imaged in
an SEM. In general, the features on the fracture surfaces appear to coarsen with
increasing ΔK and fatigue striations are seen at high magnifications, as has been
reported for studies conducted in ambient air [12]. Comparing micrographs for
samples tested in purified dry N2 with those from previous studies in ambient air
revealed that the fatigue surfaces had similar appearances for like growth rates.
Example micrographs comparing a fracture surface for a sample from the present
study with one from Ref. [12] are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Scanning electron micrograph comparisons of medium-growth-rate
fatigue fracture surfaces: (a) sample fatigued in purified dry N2 (b) sample
fatigued in laboratory air. ΔK was ~ 3 MPa m for both samples and the nominal
crack growth direction was left to right.
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4. Discussion
The present Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 BMG, when tested in dry inert atmosphere,
exhibits a significantly higher fatigue threshold, KTH, and a characteristic 3-region
fatigue curve, as seen in Figure 4. The plateau in the crack growth curve near ~10-9
m/cycle, shown as Region IV in Figure 5(a), is not present in the fatigue curve
measured in purified dry N2 indicating that the fatigue behavior is degraded by an
ambient air environment. Environmental effects on metallic glasses have been
documented in the literature [22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 37-43], and both oxidation and
hydrogen embrittlement are identified as possible mechanisms which could affect
fatigue crack growth rates in ambient air.
Zr-based metallic glasses are known to form thin, passive protective surface
layers resistant to ionic and electrical conductivity [22, 40, 43]. In general, zirconium
oxidizes preferentially in Zr-based amorphous metals, often impeding the formation of
oxides formed by less reactive elements such as Ni and Cu [22, 23, 37, 39-41, 43].
XPS measurements specifically on Zr-Ti-Cu-Ni-Be based BMGs have shown native
oxide films primarily of ZrO2, with small amounts of Be and Ti oxides [43].
Monolayers of oxide can form in nanoseconds at atmospheric pressure; indeed, King,
et. al. calculate that cyclic fatigue tests performed up to 100Hz can form an oxide
monolayer every cycle at room temperature in laboratory air [24]. However, it is noted
that the partial pressures of oxygen and water may be much different at a crack tip, so
it is difficult to predict the exact frequencies at which surface oxidation may affect
fatigue crack growth rates. Moreover, it is often found that testing metals in inert
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environments actually increases the near threshold growth rates and lowers the fatigue
threshold relative to testing in air due to the mechanism of oxide induced crack closure
[24, 49]. In the present study, the higher fatigue threshold in the inert environment
indicates that oxide induced crack closure is not a dominant mechanism in this BMG
in room air. The latter conclusion is consistent with the absence of short crack fatigue
affects in Zr-Ti-Cu-Ni-Be BMGs tested in air [50].
Some traditional hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms for crystalline metals,
such as brittle hydride formation or bond decohesion, are also feasible for Zr-based
metallic glasses, while additional mechanisms related to the filling of free volume
have also been suggested [25, 28, 29]. While the effect of H on the mechanical
properties of metallic glasses can vary for different alloys [25], it is generally agreed
that H can readily absorb into the free volume of metallic glasses [22, 25, 26], and H
has been shown to preferentially sit near Zr atoms in a Zr60Ti2Cu20Al10Ni8 BMG [51].
For Zr-Ti-Cu-Ni-Be based BMGs, it has been reported that the flow stress increases,
and the fracture toughness decreases, with hydrogen charging, indicating a hydrogen
embrittlement effect [28, 29]. Furthermore, during fatigue loading of a metallic glass,
high levels of plastic deformation increase the amount of free volume in the plastic
zone ahead of the crack tip [12, 20, 52]. Thus, H atoms may be able to enter the BMG
more easily near the crack tip during fatigue loading.
Interestingly, studies on hydrogen charged Zr41.2Ti13.8 Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5 have
actually shown a decrease in fatigue crack growth rates and an increase in the fatigue
threshold with increasing hydrogen charging [28]. This suggests that hydrogen may
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retard fatigue crack growth, which was attributed to a combination of i) roughness
induced crack closure and ii) the filling of free volume causing a change in the plastic
flow behavior. Extensive hydrogen charging caused a very tortuous crack path,
causing significant crack closure. However, samples tested in air show a straight
crack path in both [28] and [12], similar to the present samples tested in inert
atmosphere. Thus, roughness induced crack closure does not seem to be an important
mechanism for the present environmental effect. Suh and Dauskardt point out that the
overall fatigue crack behavior of hydrogen charged Zr41.2Ti13.8 Cu12.5Ni10Be22.5 results
from a mutual competition of intrinsic embrittling mechanisms and extrinsic shielding
mechanisms. Thus, small amounts of hydrogen entering the crack tip, perhaps from
oxidation reactions with water vapor, may cause the material to behave drastically
different than a BMG that was heavily hydrogen charged. In other words, the balance
of this competition may be shifted under different conditions of hydrogen exposure.
Accordingly, while oxide or roughness induced closure don’t appear to play a
role in the present affects, surface oxidation, hydrogen embrittlement, or a
combination of the two may be important factors in causing the observed corrosion
fatigue effect in Zr-Ti-Cu-Ni-Be based BMGs. It is also interesting to note that fatigue
life experiments on Zr-Al-Cu and Zr-Al-Cu-Ni BMGs have shown no discernable
difference in the S/N curves and fatigue limits for samples tested in air and vacuum
[53]. While it is difficult to make direct links between the fatigue limit and fatigue
threshold since the former is affected by both crack initiation and growth, such
observations do indicate that all BMGs may not be expected to have a similar
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degrading environmental effect on the fatigue behavior in ambient air. Accordingly,
future research will be necessary to determine the exact mechanism(s) involved and
how the specific BMG chemistry plays a role.
5. Conclusions
Based on a study of the fatigue behavior of a Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 bulk
metallic glass tested in an inert dry N2 environment, it is clear an ambient air
environment causes a significant corrosion fatigue effect. When tested in dry N2,
Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 exhibits both a significantly higher KTH and classical 3-region
fatigue curve without the plateau in the crack growth curve near 10-9 m/cycle observed
in other studies conducted in laboratory air.
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Abstract
An initial study into the fracture and fatigue properties of a
Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 bulk metallic glass was conducted. A fatigue crack growth
curve was obtained in ambient air, demonstrating a fatigue threshold of ΔKTH = 1.4
MPa√m and a Paris law exponent of 1.7. A regime of nearly stress intensityindependent crack growth occurred near a crack growth rate of 2.5 × 10-8 m/cycle,
suggesting an environmental influence on the fatigue crack growth. The apparent
plane strain fracture toughness (KC) was found to average ~26 MPa√m, comparable to
values reported for Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 and Zr41.25Ti13.75Ni10Cu12.5Be22.5. However,
extensive crack branching caused during KC testing was observed in each of the
measured samples, making the determination of a single value of the fracture
toughness questionable.

1. Introduction
Bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) are a relatively new class of engineering
materials with unique and unusual properties that make them potential candidates for
many structural applications [30]. Favorable properties include near theoretical
strengths combined with reasonable fracture toughness, low damping, large elastic
strain limits, and the ability to be thermoplastically formed into precision shaped parts
with complex geometries [31, 32], all of which are generally distinct from, or superior
to, corresponding crystalline metals and alloys. The most studied metallic glass
forming alloys are of the Zr-Ti-Ni-Cu-Be system, but the presence of beryllium
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presents manufacturing problems due to the health hazards posed by handling pure Be
metal and its oxidation products. Beryllium-free metallic glass forming alloys are a
potential solution to producing Zr-based bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) without the
safety risks associated with handling beryllium. Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 (Vit
106a)3 is a promising Be-free metallic glass forming alloy, with a critical cooling rate
as low as 1.75 K/s [6, 7]. The purpose of this paper is to provide a first investigation
into the fracture and fatigue crack growth behavior of a Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8
BMG.
2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Materials
Fully amorphous Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 plates were cast and analyzed using
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), and wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS). Three roughly 3
mm thick cast plates were machined into six compact tension C(T) samples (width, W
= 20 mm, thickness, B = 2 mm) in accordance with the standard ASTM E647 [46].
The faces of each sample were subsequently polished to 0.05μm to facilitate accurate
crack length measurement.
The samples were annealed at 573K for 2 minutes in argon to relieve surface
stresses incurred by thermal tempering during casting, which are known to affect the
fatigue behavior of Zr-based BMGs [12]. The duration of the anneal was sufficiently

3

All compositions are given in terms of atomic percent.
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small relative to the relaxation time at that temperature (~28 hours at 573K [6, 7]) so
it is assumed that the material did not have time to structurally relax during the anneal,
as has been confirmed in other studies [12].
2.2. Fatigue Crack Growth Measurements
Fatigue testing was performed using a computer controlled servo-hydraulic
mechanical testing machine with constant frequency (ν = 25 Hz) sine wave loading
and a constant ratio of minimum to maximum load (R = Pmin/Pmax = 0.1). As specified
in ASTM E647 [46], the fatigue crack growth rates (da/dN) were recorded as a
function of applied stress intensity range (ΔK=Kmax-Kmin), where Kmin and Kmax are the
minimum and maximum stress intensity sustained by the sample during the loading
cycle.
To obtain the fatigue growth curve, four samples were used. Three samples
were tested under decreasing ΔK conditions. After pre-cracking at ΔK ≈ 6-8 MPa√m,
the stress intensity range was then stepped down to an initial value and then slowly
decreased using a constant ΔK gradient (dΔK/da/ΔK = -0.08/mm). Initial values of
5.6, 3.6, and 1.9 MPa√m were used, allowing the measurement of a wide range of mid
to low growth rates, and the fatigue threshold, ΔKTH, which was defined as the ΔK for
which the growth rate approached ~10-10 m/cycle. For each decreasing

K test, data

collection began after the crack had progressed outside of the calculated plane strain
plastic zone formed at Kmax during pre-cracking to avoid transient effects. The fourth
sample was fatigue cracked with a constant load range (ΔP = 194N) beginning at ΔK
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≈ 6 MPa√m to determine higher fatigue growth rates. A strain gage was affixed to the
back surface of each sample, and used to monitor crack length progression in the
specimen with calculations performed using standard calibrations for the C(T)
geometry [48].
2.3. Fracture Testing
After the crack growth measurements were performed, plane strain fracture
toughness was determined using the remaining material from the three decreasing

K

tests by monotonically loading with a displacement rate of 20 μm/s. The apparent
fracture toughness, Kc, was calculated based on the peak load at fracture. Based on
indications of crack branching behavior during such testing, one of the three tests was
interrupted just after the peak load was achieved, but prior to final fracture, to observe
the crack branches. After those observations were made, the sample was re-loaded at a
20 μm/s displacement rate and the branches were extended but again testing was
interrupted before final fracture. Finally, the sample was loaded at a 20 μm/s
displacement rate until final fracture occured. The fracture surfaces and crack profiles
were observed in optical and scanning electron microscopes (OM and SEM).
3. Results
3.1. Material
The bulk of the plates were confirmed to be fully amorphous by both DSC and
XRD (Figure 7). Backscatter SEM imaging revealed the presence of crystalline
inclusions and WDS results indicated those inclusions to contain approximately 1%
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Fe, a contaminant likely from the stainless steel molds. Indeed, inclusions were highly
concentrated near the mold walls, where XRD analysis was sensitive enough to
confirm their crystalline nature and reveal that the inclusions were not all of the same
crystal structure. However, after machining away ~0.5 mm of the mold interface layer
from each side, the remaining inclusions were generally dispersed in the fully
amorphous matrix and undetectable by XRD (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: X-ray diffraction (XRD) scan of fully amorphous
Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8. The scan was run at 0.1 degrees per second at room
temperature.
3.2 Fatigue Crack Growth
Fatigue crack growth rates (da/dN), plotted as a function of applied stress
intensity range (ΔK), for Vit 106a are shown in Figure 8. For comparison to a Be
containing BMG, data for a Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 BMG (Vit 1b) taken from Ref. [12]
are shown as well. Each of the fatigue crack growth curves, obtained in ambient
laboratory air, showed four distinct regimes, detailed in Figure 9a and Figure 9b.
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Figure 8: Fatigue crack growth rates (da/dN) plotted as a function of applied
stress intensity range (ΔK), for Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 and
Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 BMGs tested in laboratory air. Data for
Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 were taken from Ref. [12].

Figure 9: Fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN) plotted as a function of applied
stress intensity range (ΔK), in laboratory air. In (a), four discernible growth rate
regions are seen for Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 data from Ref. [12] with a plateau at
~10-9 m/cycle, while in (b) Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 shows a plateau at
~2.5 × 10-8 m/cycle.
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Region I in both cases is a discernable low-growth-rate threshold regime where
the growth rate is highly sensitive to changes in ΔK. Region II is, in each fatigue
curve, a distinct intermediate-growth-rate regime in which crack growth increases with
increasing ΔK according to the Paris law. Region III is a high-growth-rate region
where Kmax approaches the fracture toughness of the material and final fracture occurs.
Region IV is a regime in which crack growth rate is relatively insensitive to changes in
ΔK, found near 10-9 m/cycle for Vit 1b, and near 2.5 × 10-8 m/cycle for Vit 106a.
The medium-growth rates for each fatigue curve (Region II) were fit to the
classical Paris Law using units of m/cycle for da/dN and MPa m for ΔK [18]:

da
dN

C Km
(2)

For the Vit 1b data, C was found to equal 1.8 × 10-10 MPa-2·cycle-1 and m was found to
be 2.0; ΔKTH is shown to be < 1.5 MPa m. C and m were found to be 3 × 10-10
m0.15·MPa-1.7·cycle-1 and ~1.7 respectively for Vit 106a, and ΔKTH is 1.4 MPa m.
3.3. Fracture
The mean Kc value for the three tests was found to be approximately 26 MPa m
based on the individual values shown in Table 2. For the test which was interrupted,
branching was observed at the crack tip using OM, as shown in Figure 10a, and the
value in Table 2 is calculated based on the peak load during the first loading of the
sample. Loading was then re-applied to a higher level (Table 3) and again the test was
stopped for observation. The crack tip was examined a second time and the branches
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were found to have elongated (Figure 10b). The sample was then loaded until final
fracture occurred. With each loading sequence there was an increase in the apparent
toughness, as detailed in Table 3. Finally, post fracture examination of samples that
were simply loaded to fracture revealed branching occurred in each sample (Figure
10c).
Table 2: Plane strain fracture toughness data
Sample Plane Strain Fracture Toughness, KC
1

15.8 MPa m

2

28.9 MPa m

3

32.1* MPa m

*Loading of Sample 3 was stopped immediately after a slight drop in load was observed. Calculated Kc
value is based on that initial peak value, although higher loads were achieved upon re-loading.

Table 3: Loading sequence for Sample 3
Apparent toughness, KC*
Maximum or peak load
Initial loading

636 N

32.1 MPa m

2nd loading

1000 N

50.5 MPa m

Final loading

1944 N

98.2 MPa m

*Apparent toughness was calculated based on the initial fatigue crack length (before branching) and the
maximum or peak load achieved during each loading run.
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Figure 10: Optical micrograph comparisons of crack branching perpendicular to
the initial crack plane: (a) after initial Kc test interruption for Sample 3 (b)
branch growth after Sample 3 was re-loaded to higher level (c) scalloped edge
evidences crack branching in broken Sample 1.

3.4. Fractography
The fracture surfaces of each Vit 106a sample were imaged in a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) (Figs. 11). In general, the features on the fracture surfaces
appear to coarsen with increasing ΔK (Figure 12), as has been reported for a
Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 BMG [12].

Figure 11: Scanning electron micrograph of Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 fracture
surface, with crack propagating from the right hand side of the image toward the
left hand side of the image. This micrograph of Sample 1 shows the rough surface
morphology found in each sample.
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Figure 12: Scanning electron micrographs of Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 fracture
surfaces, with crack propagating from the top of the image toward the bottom of
the image: (a) low stress intensity (ΔK ~ 3), (b) medium stress intensity (ΔK ~ 6),
(c) high stress intensity (ΔK ~ 10), (d) fatigue striations on the top of the
micrograph growing into vein-like morphology on the bottom of the micrograph,
approximately indicated by the dashed line, as final fracture occurred (ΔK ~ 15).

4. Discussion
4.1 Environmental Effect
Vit 106a tested in ambient room air exhibits a similar fatigue curve, including
fatigue threshold ( KTH) and Kmax, to that of Vit 1b under similar experimental
conditions. However, while both materials exhibit plateaus in the crack growth curve,
they occur at different crack growth rates; near 10-9 m/cycle for Vit 1b, and at
approximately 2.5

10-8 m/cycle for Vit 106a, shown as Region IV in Figs. 9(a) and
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9(b), respectively. It is also interesting to note that a Zr41.25Ti13.75Ni10Cu12.5Be22.5 (Vit
1) also has shown a similar plateau at 10-9 m/cycle [11], suggesting similar behavior
occurs for the various Zr-Ti-Ni-Cu-Be based BMGs. In the fatigue of materials, such
behavior generally indicates something other than mechanical loading acts as the rate
limiting step in the crack growth process, and that commonly is an interaction with the
environment [44, 45]. Indeed, a recent study has shown for Vit 1b that the plateau
does not occur for samples tested in purified N2 gas [54]. While it is currently unclear
what exact mechanism is responsible for this corrosion fatigue effect, both crack tip
oxidation and hydrogen embrittlement and have been considered as possibilities [54].
From the present data, however, it is clear that the rate limiting step of the
environmental effect is faster for Vit 106a than for Vit 1b since it is seen at higher
growth rates.
The growth rate associated with the plateau is often associated with the critical
rate for the aggressive species to either diffuse to the crack tip, or to diffuse into the
material ahead of the crack tip. In either case, the diffusivity in Vit 106a would appear
to be higher, since the plateau occurs at a higher growth rate. Alternatively, the
difference in the plateau locations between Vit 1b and Vit 106a may also relate, in
part, to the fact that Be-free metallic glasses tend to be more susceptible to oxide
formation than Be-containing alloys [11]. For example, a thicker oxide along the crack
wake may provide some protection of the crack tip at lower stress intensities, while
higher stress intensities may open the crack sufficiently for the species to reach the
crack tip. Ultimately, a better understanding of environmental effects on the fatigue
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properties of BMG’s is needed in order to fully explain differences among alloys;
however, it is clear that altering alloy chemistry may be a way to tailor BMGs to avoid
detrimental environmental effects. Indeed, there is a pronounced difference in
behavior between Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 and Zr-Ti-Ni-Cu-Be based BMGs.
4.2 Crack Branching
Vit 106a demonstrated crack branching during plane-strain fracture toughness
(Kc) determination, as shown in Fig. 4, which can lead to very high apparent toughness
(Table 2). Similar crack branching and high apparent toughness has been observed by
Flores and Dauskardt in the fracture of a Zr41.25Ti13.75Ni10Cu12.5Be22.5 BMG (Vit 1)
tested using single edge notched samples loaded in tension, SEN(T) [55]. For the
SEN(T) geometry, they argued that such behavior was promoted because the slip lines
ahead of the crack tip form at 45° to the loading axis, allowing shear bands to diverge
from the main crack tip. Conversely, if the driving force for crack branching was
purely related to the slip line fields, such behavior should not be promoted by C(T) or
SEN(B) geometries [55]. That is because the bending component of the loading causes
Prandtl slip fields which should cause slip bands in the BMG to bend back to the crack
plane. Thus, while the SEN(T) geometry may help promote such behavior, the
observation of crack branching in C(T) samples in the present study suggests that
crack branching in BMGs cannot simply be explained for all cases by slip line fields
and there is some other fundamental mechanism involved in the present case.
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As previously mentioned, the Vit 106a samples contained crystalline
inclusions dispersed throughout a fully amorphous matrix. Their presence may
promote the formation of crack branches, providing multiple spots for shear band
formation to occur. Indeed, it has been suggested that one key to creating high
toughness BMG based materials is to have a second phase to prevent single shear band
failures [56]. However, no matter the exact cause, crack tip blunting and branching
makes true fracture toughness determination difficult. The calculation of a true plane
strain fracture toughness according to ASTM standard E399 [57] assumes a single
crack propagates across the sample to cause catastrophic failure at a single value of
stress intensity. From the present data (Table 2), it is clear samples that are
progressively loaded within the crack branch propagation regime can exhibit much
higher apparent toughness than those monotonically loaded to failure, causing an
apparent rising fracture resistance with crack extension, or rising R-curve effect. Such
behavior is not only loading rate sensitive, which is well documented for the
toughness of Zr-based BMGs [11, 12], but also history dependent, since drastically
higher apparent toughness was obtained for Sample 3 where testing was interrupted
and reloading was conducted.
Because evidence of crack branching was seen in all samples in the present
study, a single fracture toughness value may prove elusive. While the highest apparent
toughness values observed here are likely non-conservative from a design standpoint,
this BMG shows considerable damage tolerance when crack branching occurs.
However, from a design standpoint, it is expected that the lowest measured toughness
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values would be used in order to be conservative in avoiding unexpected failures.
Considering the strain rate sensitivity of the fracture toughness for BMGs, the highest
strain rates give the lowest toughness and are likely be the most relevant. In the
present study, based on Fig. 2 the fatigue sample grown at constant stress range
reached fatigue instability at Kmax = 17.6 MPa√m. This is similar to the lowest value
of 15.8 MPa√m in Table 2 found for the fracture tests, and also similar to fatigue
instability values reported for Vit 1 [11] and Vit 1b [12].
Flores and Dauskardt analyzed parallel branched cracks growing in Vit 1 for
the SEN(T) geometry and found that while the apparent toughness rose as high as 134
MPa√m in one case, the individual cracks experienced much lower stress intensity, on
the order of 15 MPa√m [55]. Similar stress intensity solutions are not available for
parallel cracks in the C(T) loading configuration; however, it is assumed that the
individual crack tips in Vit 106a likely experience similar stress intensities as found in
[55] for Vit 1 considering the fatigue instability value, and the lowest fracture value,
are of similar magnitude. Thus, in general the fracture toughness of Vit 106a appears
in line with BMGs of the Zr-Ti-Ni-Cu-Be system.
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5. Conclusion
Based on a first study of the fracture and fatigue behavior of a
Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 bulk metallic glass (Vit 106a), the following conclusions
are made:
1. Fatigue crack growth behavior was found to be similar to Zr-Ti-Ni-CuBe BMGs, with a fatigue threshold of ΔKTH = 1.4 MPa√m, a Paris law
exponent of 1.7, and a regime where crack growth was roughly
independent of the applied stress intensity, suggesting a strong
influence of the ambient environment. However, a key difference
between the fatigue crack growth behavior of
Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 and Zr-Ti-Ni-Cu-Be BMGs is the growth
rate where that plateau occurs, 10-9 and 2.5 × 10-8 m/cycle respectively.
Such results indicate altering alloy chemistry may be a way to mitigate
such environmental degradation of the fatigue properties by ambient
air.
2. The apparent plane strain fracture toughness (KC) was found to average
~26 MPa√m, comparable to values reported for Zr-Ti-Ni-Cu-Be
BMGs. However, crack branching, previously never observed in BMGs
for the C(T) sample geometry, was seen in each of the measured
samples during KC testing, making the determination of a single value
of the fracture toughness questionable. Such crack branching may be
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related to the presence of inclusions, which can provide initiation sites
for multiple shear bands.
3. For conservative design practices, it is likely the lowest attainable
fracture toughness values will need to be used in order to avoid
unwanted failures. In that regard, the stress intensity where fatigue
instability occurs may the most conservative assessment. In the present
study, a value of ~17 MPa√m was found for Vit 106a, which again is
similar to those reported for Zr-Ti-Ni-Cu-Be BMGs.
Acknowledgements
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V.

Summary and Conclusion
The influence of aggressive environment on the fatigue properties of two

metallic glasses, Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 and Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 was considered
in this study. Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 was proven to be susceptible to environmental
aggression when fatigue tested in an ambient air environment. Neither hydrogen
embrittlement nor oxide wedging mechanisms fit the obtained data. More research
needs to be done both to isolate the aggressive species, and to determine the
aggression mechanism for Zr-based metallic glasses.
Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 was shown to produce a similar fatigue curve to
Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25, including comparable fatigue threshold and maximum stress
values when tested in ambient air, approximately 1.6 MPa√m and10 MPa√m
respectively. The only significant difference between the two fatigue curves is the
location of the plateau, which is characteristic of an environmental effect and is
distinguished by the insensitivity of the crack growth rate to stress intensity. In
Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 the plateau occurs at a significantly higher crack growth
rate (2.5 × 10-8 m/cycle) than it does in Zr44Ti11Ni10Cu10Be25 (10-9 m/cycle). It is
postulated that, should the aggressive species be the same in both materials, the
diffusivity of the environmental aggressor would be higher in
Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8. However, no evidence has been provided to establish
similarity between the mechanisms influencing the fatigue curves of the two metallic
glasses. The differences between the environmental effects found in both materials
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could just as easily be explained using differences in aggressive species: it can be
argued that Zr58.5Cu15.6Ni12.8Al10.3Nb2.8 is more susceptible to oxide formation
mechanisms because it lacks beryllium.
The fracture toughness (KC) of Vit 106a was also measured. The determined
fracture toughness was comparable to that of other Zr-based metallic glasses;
however, crack branching was shown to have occurred during all KC measurements.
Because crack branching does not typically occur during bending, it is unclear whether
it occurred because of the crystalline inclusions found in the testing material, or
whether it is further evidence of environmental effect. Further testing needs to be done
to concretely prove the susceptibility of Vit 106a to environmental aggression, and to
determine the cause for crack branching during monotonic loading.
In conclusion, until the exact mechanisms for environmental aggression are
understood, it will be difficult to fully predict the effects of environment on the fatigue
properties of metallic glasses.
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